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Abstract: This paper describes gender bias as reflected in Upin & Ipin the series. This study employed qualitative research methods in which the objects were observed repeatedly to construct indicators that reflected gender bias. Then it was followed by analyzing them within sociological and feminist perspectives. It showed that there was an imbalance in gender position within several episodes of Upin & Ipin. As one of the media forms that later on becoming an instructional media, it should posit its position neutrally in the term of gender issues. The content of the gender bias in Upin & Ipin reflected within characters and settings. It reflected as the characters articulate their dialogues and behave in their daily life. There was a tendency to determine the ownership of boys and girls based on colors and things. In this case, pink regarded as to belong to girls. Also, there was a tendency to describe that girls and boys behave differently. For example, girls should be gentle and neat, and boys should be strong and brave. In the term of setting, gender bias reflected in the domination of areas that boys dominate outdoor public space while girls are in the domestic sector (households).
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INTRODUCTION

Since *Upin & Ipin* the series released in 2007, the animated series has become an exciting phenomenon in electronic media. Nizam Abdul Razak, Safwan Abdul Karim, and Osama Zaid initiated the film production house named Les' Copaque in Malaysia. At first, the series was created to welcome Ramadhan 2007 and aired on *TV9* Malaysia. The contents of the latter series were not only the teachings about Islam, but also on ethics, manners, awareness of differences, and children creativity (Arlena and Kurniasari, 2013a; Bawono and Haryanto, 2017).

As art production, the series is very successful — the animation series aired by several televisions outside Malaysia, including Indonesia. Moreover, since 2008, the series is aired by Disney Chanel Asia, which has networks in some countries, namely Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei, Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia, Hong Kong, and South Korea. Disney Chanel is one of the television networks that broadcast special children’s shows. In this case, it shows the success of the series as instructional media for children.

Nowadays, television and film for the community are not only regarded as an information and entertainment media. Currently, a video has also become a vehicle for the most effective learning (Sexton, Gervasoni, and Brandenburg, 2009). Children and even adults tend to imitate what they have seen on television. The emergence of violence cases and crimes are ordinary due to television shows and movies (Almeida, del Barrio, Marques, Gutiérrez, and van der Meulen, 2001; Blumberg, Bierwirth, and Schwartz, 2008; Kirsh, 2006; Peters and Blumberg, 2002). Therefore, the role of the audience is also vital to select the appropriate content from television shows. Society cannot rely only on the censorship institution and consumers’ foundations that are not comparable to various kinds of television shows.

Audiences are required to be aware to receive and to respond to television broadcasts. Being smart becomes essential, especially when it deals with children. Many people (in Indonesia) consider animation/cartoon films are for kids, which is a wrong assumption. There are many animation and cartoon films are not suitable
for children. In this situation, parents’ roles are essential to be more active and wise in accompanying their children when watching television (Aditama, 2018; Juliswara, 2014; Karima and Christin, 2015).

On the other hand, children's TV shows sometimes assumed to contain negative instructions; for example, the content is about the gender issue (Lavery, 2013; Thompson and Zerbinos, 1997). Some television programs (especially for children) contain gender bias. Sometimes the tendency of showing the maleness is highlighted in those TV shows. Besides, the absolute belonging is on the men's side that this is also frequently appeared.

Sexually, humans are made up of males and females. However, gender does not determine one's social status (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 2003; Ferrebe et al., 2012; Trier-Bieniek and Leavy, 2014). People should not be limited to masculinity and femininity in their activities. Conscious or unconscious, gender differences are built socially by particular communities. However, the Upin & Ipin animated series appears to contain fairly thick gender-biased content. This matter is shown in several episodes, which pointed out that "it" belongs to women, and "this" is the property of men. Besides, that matter also indicated that women have "property rights" to specific colors and games. Psychologically (Burr, 2002; Islam and Asadullah, 2018), this differentiation will affect the psychological development of children. In the end, it will affect the social behavior of the child until adulthood.

Based on the background above, this paper tries to answer the question of what forms of gender bias in the Upin & Ipin series. In this case, solving the problem will be limited to the imposition of dialogue and character.

LITERATURE REVIEW

British sociologist Ann Oakley introduced the gender concept. She distinguishes between gender and sex. Sex differences mean the difference based on biological characteristics, namely concerning procreation (menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth, and breastfeeding). Gender differences are symbolic or social differences that stem from differences in sex, but not always identical with it. Sex is the biologically determined differences between men and women, while gender
refers to the cultural differences, the product of social conditioning. This distinction was critical in reconsidering women writers who had traditionally viewed as usurpers in the “male” domain of creativity. So, gender is more directed to social symbols given in society (Daulay, 2007; Lai and Cooper, 2016; Quinn, 2006; Trier-Bieniek and Leavy, 2014).

Gender bias is a social product in male dominance. According to Sofia (Sofia, 2003), the determinants of gender inequality include (1) long-standing problem, (2) gender values embraced by society, (3) values and gender roles found in textbooks, (4) the value of gender instilled by teachers and (5) gender-bias policies.

Gender role determines by a series of factors which are socialized and constructed to the socio-cultural background. This belief then strengthens by myth and religion, where finally, gender feels like God’s destiny. Therefore, a general understanding of what is gender is needed to open society’s perception that gender role is not God’s will, but it is social construction that formed through a long historical process (Darni and Abida, 2017; Zaduqisti, 2009). As a social construction, gender differences have given rise to injustice, especially for women, which is generally in the form of marginalization, stereotyping, violence, and workload (Herawati, 2017; Rosita, 2017). According to traditional concepts, women must be submissive, obedient, and loyal to their husbands. Through this patriarchal system, the difference in position between women and men became obvious in the status and power in the society (Suryani, 2017).

Recent work on gender has demonstrated how it inscribed on and reproduced through the body. Gender has no ontological reality; it is an effect of codes of performance which endlessly and compulsively repeated within the hegemonic framework of “compulsory heterosexuality.” Gender is, in fact, a product of endless incitements which serve to maintain the appearance of “difference.” However, despite their theoretical importance, they are mostly abstract and fail to examine how gender is performed and reproduced at the mundane level of everyday social and cultural practices (Entwistle, 2004).

Gender bias in Indonesia is one of the issues that have been handed down. On the other hand, the public view of discouraging women has also rooted. Women
considered a mere appendage of domestic life (Rahminawati, 2001; Sakina and A, 2017).

In the field of education, gender bias is obvious from teaching materials. The phrase "Mother is cooking in the kitchen" and "Dad is working at the office" indirectly instill gender bias to the students. Teacher instruction is also still shown in gender bias. Still widely seen, boys were given a toy car or a pistol while the girls were given a doll or playhouse. Gender is a division of roles, behaviors, men and women manners by culture/society through the interpretation of the biological differences of men and women (Abraham, 2016; Ferrebe et al., 2012). So, gender not obtained from birth but is known through the learning process (socialization) from childhood to adulthood (Eagly, Beall, and Sternberg, 2004; Ferrebe et al., 2012). Therefore, gender can be adjusted and changed.

In addition to using the sociological theory of literature, this study also uses a feminist perspective. The feminist perspective in this research is looking at how far the dominance of men over women with attention to traditional concepts that praise women. This study focus on women's position and underdevelopment of women from men in all aspects of life (Abraham, 2016; Asmarany, 2007; Chin, 2018; Endraswara, 2003). The goal is to balance feminist and gender interrelations, reject everything that marginalized, subordinated, and demeaned by the dominant culture. Feminists reject injustice as a result of patriarchal society, centered on men. In terms of literature, feminist literary criticism aims to dismantle and deconstruct the assessment system in general, which is always in terms of men understanding (Burr, 2002; Ferrebe et al., 2012; Selden, 1985). Finally, a general limitation in this study is the concept of Culler (Culler, 1983) 'reading as a woman.' What meant here is the awareness of the existence of essential differences in the sexes about social life and culture.

On the other hand, there are some studies on *Upin & Ipin The Series*. Fahlevi (2017) states that *Upin & Ipin* affect children’s communication behavior as a second language. Anggraeni (2010), Basirudin (2010), Pri’ambudi (2011), Purnomo (2016), Rahmad (2015), and Untari and Purnomo, (2016) claim that *Upin & Ipin* has a strong moral and religious education content, which are religious, honest, tolerance, discipline, friendly, hard work, responsibility, creative, curiosity,
appreciate the achievements, social care / care about others, brave, cooperation, wisdom, respect for all life forms and environment that care of each other, respect for others / public politeness, mutual help, and self-respect. Arini (2011) and Mustanzier (2016) claim that Upin & Ipin use denotative words so viewers can easily capture the meaning. Meanwhile, Nadzri and Hassan (2013), Arlena and Kurniasari (2013), Saputro (2011), states that Upin & Ipin shows Malay and Islamic identity. Upin & Ipin animation series that portrayed people from different ethnic groups interacting with each other. The characters in the animation use different particles in representing their ethnicity. Besides that, a typical Malaysian speech pattern of the particle ‘lah’ is found to be widely used by all Malaysians, regardless of their ethnic group.

METHOD
This study used qualitative methods, which are more focused on the interpretation. Meanwhile, the approach used in the study is an objective approach which used to find the elements that build up objects as a form of structure. In this approach, the object analyzed through a process of observation and repeated readings. The approach is expected to be able to acquire indicators that can use in the next stage of interpretation.

This study used a series of literature study. The research literature is searching for data in the form of archives and various articles that touched on matters relating to this study. The results of the literature research used as additional data. The data are interpreted in the framework of feminist perspective.

The objects of this study were 61 episodes of the series Upin & Ipin and Upin & Ipin dan Kawan-Kawan in season 3, 4, 5, and 6. This object then sorted and selected to obtain the appropriate data for this study in terms of compliance with the approaches and theories used in this study, namely gender bias.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
1. Upin & Ipin: Entertainment and Learning Media
Television footage has evolved. The mainstay program of a television program is no longer news. The entertainment and children program has also
become the television flagship. As television stations compete to attract viewers, including children. Cartoons are the one that is shown in the hope to be children favorite. The cartoon shows considered to be an appropriate show for children.

Cartoon programs for children should contain education. Among them, the children can learn and aware of the environment and educational content materials about various things. Ausekle and Šteinberga (2011) state that animation in literature lessons improves learners' intellectual, emotional, and social experiences. Participants in the animation making process can promote their creativity and knowledge in collaboration with each other in the value-oriented learning process.

However, in 2007, when Upin & Ipin appeared on television, many of the comments directed at it. Upin & Ipin considered being the best for kids because it contains many learning materials (Pri’ambudi, 2011; Purnomo, 2016; Rahmad, 2015). At the first appearance, Upin & Ipin display Ramadhan setting and considered to teach children Islamic material mainly worship during Ramadhan.

A year later, Upin & Ipin come up with Upin & Ipin Setahun Kemudian. Still hiring more about Ramadan, Upin & Ipin had become a favorite not only children but also adults. Furthermore, until now, Upin & Ipin has reached eight seasons with not less than 100 episodes.

Apart from comments that Upin & Ipin contain Malaysian government propaganda, it must be recognized that these series mount educational materials for children through the child's perspective (Hardika, 2018). Not many television programs used this perspective. For example, the animated film Adit Sopo and Jarwo are deemed to contain children's education, but the viewpoints are not the children's perspective. Problems and conflicts are displayed nor in the levels of children (Ulya, 2016).

That is the differentiation between Upin & Ipin compared with another animation program. Upin & Ipin lift events experienced by children. Problems and conflicts resolved within the limits of a child's acceptance and perspective. Characters in Upin & Ipin constructed under the children's personality. Even the voices, the dubbers, in Upin & Ipin also dominated by children. Likely, children find themselves on TV. In Upin & Ipin, each character has a unique characterization. Audiences can easily recognize the figures only through the voice
and speaking style or acting in the story (Putri, 2018). Besides loaded with learning materials, nationalism, respect for a national hero, and solidarity, the most important is the sense of unity shown in characters that appear from the various tribes and different backgrounds (Arlena and Kurniasari, 2013b; Nadzri and Hassan, 2013; Saputro, 2011).

However, some contents should not appear in this series. The content is gender bias. The child should be given the freedom to choose the preferences or interests. Environmental influences that affect views on gender will make the child may have been deemed superior to a particular gender (Fine and Rush, 2018).

2. Gender Bias in Upin & Ipin

Noted previously, Upin & Ipin series loaded with learning and education content for children. However, in some episodes, Upin & Ipin contain gender bias, which is inappropriate in a children's program.

Gender is a division of roles, behavior, men, and women's manners by culture or because they influence the community through the interpretation of the biological differences of men and women. Therefore, gender is not acquired at birth but is known through the learning process (socialization) from childhood to adulthood (Daulay, 2007). Thus, the core problem of gender is differentiation.

Although related, gender and sex are different in a social context. Sex-related to the human nature of men and women. In this case, women have menstruation periods, pregnancy, childbirth, and breastfeeding. However, if it considers that the men are stronger than women, women are holding the domestic sector, women have to apply smooth and soft, and they are gender differentiation. A patriarchal community forms it.

This gender bias, intentionally or not, has been imparted to children through the medium of both formal and non-formal learning processes. In formal schooling, teachers tend to give an example of "Dad works" and "Mother cooking " or "Father hoeing" and "Mom wash." While in the non-formal education of parents tend to distinguish children through dolls for girls and cars or robots for boys (Thompson and Zerbinos, 1997). It shows the non-neutrality of gender in the learning process. Here is the exposure of gender bias in the Upin & Ipin series.
The gender bias that emerges through the characters in this series obtained through dialogue and imposition figures. Dialogue and the imposition are both male and female characters. In Upin & Ipin season 1 episode 7, there is a dialogue between Mei Mei and Ehsan that show gender bias.

Mei Mei : Ini macam main pun adakah?
Ehsan : Ada lah, kau orang perempuan mana tahu?

Mei Mei : Is there any kind of this play?
Ehsan : Of course, what you women know?

The dialogue was in the event when the children were playing games spider beauty. At that time, Mei Mei thought the match was compliant until one of them dies. However, the match was a beauty contest.

The dialogue is not directly showing the audience the differences between women with men on knowledge of something. A game usually done by boys and girls are not worth getting to know and find out.

In the "Sayang Kak Ros" episode, there is a dialogue that shows the propensity of ownership of color for women.

Ipin : Ipin nak warna merah jambu.
Upin : Eh, itu warna perempuan lah.

Ipin : Ipin choose pink color.
Upin : Eh, that is the women color.

The dialogue contained in the current events Upin & Ipin wants to buy new clothes for the feast. In the event, it also stated a reason that the pink color used by Kak Ros. This event suggests that a habit that experienced by the child, in this case, Upin & Ipin, could be a truth for them. Pink is color usually used by women, which are considered owned by women.
In the "Basikal Baru" episode also appeared tendencies ownership of objects, in this case, a bicycle (bike).

Ehsan : Eh, itu kan basikal perempuan?
Fizi : Betul itu, malu lah.
Ehsan : Uh, that's women's bike?
Fizi : Yes it is, it’s a shame.

The dialog tells when Upin & Ipin want to play the bike with his friends. At that time, Upin & Ipin, who do not have a bike as other friends pointed to the bike belong to Kak Ros. Spontaneously, Ehsan said that the bike is a woman bicycle, and also Fizi said that it would be embarrassing if Upin & Ipin as a boy using that bike.

Those three events above imply sex-based ownership, which is a game that is improperly played by girls, colors that are not suitable for use by boys, and bikes that are only suitable for girls and suggests that a habit that experienced by the child, in this case, Upin & Ipin, could be a truth for them.

In the same episode ("Basikal Baru"), Mail dialog appears that shows the ideal characteristics of a boy.

Ipín : Tak sikit ke?
Mail: Ini lah anak jantan. Tahan sakit.

Ipín : Is that hurt?
Mail: I am a strong boy. Of course not.

The dialog above happens when Mail shows the scars because he falls when he rides his father's bicycles. Because of that big and tall bike, Mail repeatedly falls
and hurts shown by many scars on his body. These events indicate that the boy should be strong. Males interpreted as dashing and daring. In this event, Mail told that boy should be dashing, daring, durable, and not give up easily. However, in reality, the image of masculinity is not the same in every region. Astutiningsih (Astutiningsih, 2013) states, discussion about the masculine body will never produce uniformity of ideal body concepts. The concept is very ambiguous because of its dependence on various background contexts, whether cultural, social, or historical.

Besides appears in dialogues, gender bias also shown in the characters’ actions. In the episode "Air Kolah Air Laut," Upin & Ipin playing water in the bathtub. They imagine that they were in the middle of the seas as admiral. In Upin & Ipin imagination, Mei Mei is a princess who must be rescued from pirates (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Mei Mei, as a princess.](image)

Also, in the "Kami 1 Malaysia" episode, when playing war, girls play as nurses and boys as soldiers. This episode shows tendencies the personality either by girls and boys must-have. Girls must possess compassion and soft compared to boys. In contrast, boys are required to have a hard and courageous nature.
In some episodes, girl characters in *Upin & Ipin* identified with the ability to cook. Mei Mei always invites his friends to play cooking. Also, she always plays cooking with her school friend, Devi.

The picture above (Figure 4) is from the "Kami 1 Malaysia" episode. To Mail, Mei Mei told him that she always plays together with Devi.

![Figure 5. Kak Ros, cooking in the kitchen.](image)

In other events, Kak Ros is always shown as someone who always takes care of the house. Besides cooking in the kitchen, Kak Ros also has shown sew and wash clothes (Figure 5-8).

![Figure 6. Kak Ros, sewing.](image)

![Figure 7. Kak Ros, with clothes.](image)
Description of the characterizations above shows the tendency of gender imbalance in *Upin & Ipin* series. Boy characters build into hard figures, bold, and play outside the house with more risk. Meanwhile, girls build as soft, polite, and play with little risky game.

Besides the characterizations, gender bias in the *Upin & Ipin* series also emerges through the settings. However, the setting still related to characters and characterizations.

Female characters in this series frequently appear in the room or house. For example, many events show that Kak Ros is in the house, kitchen, her room, or family room. Just a few events show this character outside the house. In contrast, boys often displayed outside the house. Upin, Ipin, and friends are always playing outside rather than inside the house (Figure 9).

The descriptions above indicate *Upin & Ipin* series conceive gender bias that represents the work area for women and men. Public and domestic spheres are one of the contexts of this gender bias. Women are considered a limited role in the private area (households), while men have a greater area, which is the public domain.
CONCLUSION

It has mentioned above that gender bias is sociological matters. Gender bias is a distinction based on the assumption that gender shaped by social and cultural. Research on the Upin & Ipin series indicates that gender bias still exist in the entertainment media. Consciously or not, producers admit this gender bias in consideration of normal and acceptable things to the public (consumers).

The results refer to gender bias that can mount in some ways and forms. Gender bias contents in the Upin & Ipin series are indicated by character and characterization and act as well as the establishment of the setting.

Furthermore, the charge of gender bias in the Upin & Ipin appears in terms of ownership of specific colors and objects, in this case, a pink and shaped bike, which considered "owned" by women. Attitude, character, and behavior of women and men also appear in this animated series. Men are considered to be having a hard and courageous nature, while women should have a soft nature and tidy.

Also, the setting shows gender bias charges. Boy characters displayed more often outside the house. In contrast, girl and women characters appear inside the room with the duties and housework. Learning media should avoid gender bias contents. Children naturally develop their own choices. It does not mean it allows deviating from nature; it gives a breadth of knowledge on the environment.
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